EVALUATION CRITERIA

8 - ASAN
ASAN Company Ltd (non-conforming)

Team composition
* Babak Salimi. Architect, Design and Team Manager
General Design Responsible, experienced on managing architecture and construction teams.
* İzzet Alasakal. Architect, City Planner
* Ceren İnc İnan. Interior Architect and 3D Drawer specialist.
* Ömür Borazan. Civil Engineer Consulting for Construction and Structural capability.
Currently Construction Chief at Merit Hotel, North Cyprus, Kyrenia
* Gürel Üç ğ t. Civil Engineer Consulting for Construction and Structural capability.
* Five architect as architectural draft drawer.
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Residential & commercial.Iran, Lar Constructed 2009

Mer t Hotel, N. Cyprus Kyrenia

Factory. Iran, Near Tehran Constructed 2010

Residential. Iran, Tehran. Renovation 2010

Mercure Hotel, N. Cyprus Kyrenia
Marine Filler Construction
Commercial. Iran, Tehran. Renovation 2011

Art Work . Iran, Tehran. Commercial & Subways 2010

AŞAN had concentrated mostly on
infrastructure and construction which
recently we have tried to change and
improve the situation and start work
from Design process.
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Residential North Cyprus,Nicosia Constructed 2009

As all we are aware of it, design is con nually improvement process which
stand on logical reciprocal interac on with need of owner(in public project
need of society) on border of impossibility. Par cularly, refer to the Gold
Coast one of the most important and interes ng issues is Sun, Sun rise and
Sea; accompanied by great enthusias c to oﬀer something really
extraordinary which implied to us by fantas c represent of Dear Mayer to
demonstrate the extreme Poten al and Desire of that great Context.
within this respect we try to weave all city together with sign of and begin of
cultural precinct which it has the sign of its perfect environment to elaborate
the importance of respect to our valuable environment.
Whole considera on of Design dedicate to the Gold Coast by...
"The city of Sun and Water
is ﬂoating and standing on water and light,
with respect, with exciting peaceful living, with beautiful
pathways of water which go like vein into its body,
with extreme attractive of coordination and contrast in
all situations from modernist to extra modernist
and from happiness to reach to inside the hearth of
LOVE."
Babak Salimi
Architect, Team Manager
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All structures and connections
emerge from interaction and
junctions of different waves lines
which connect whole systems
together;
Behind Black line is access points
of people by cars or boats;
and extra car parks provide
under structures of lines.
People travel inside the site only
by provided transportation systems
of Cultural precinct...
(illustrated lines is examples potential
transformation to structures.)
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Proposal for Green Bridge that
is continuos of Wave lines of site.
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